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#15 - The Millennium
Putting the Prophetic Pieces Together

Over the past three nights we have covered three crucial subjects

1. The 2  coming of Christ - That one-time earth-shattering event that will be seen by everyone alive at oncend

Christ will return in person - in the sky - in the clouds - with power and great glory - in flaming fire
All the angels will accompany Him - It will be like lightening streaking across the sky
The sun, moon and stars will go out - A great earthquake will move every mountain and island
There will be great noise - the loud blast of a trumpet - the shout of the Archangel
The saved dead will be raised incorruptible - The saved living will be changed in a moment
All the saved will then be caught up together to meet Jesus in the air - And forever be with Him
The lost will run for the rocks and mountains - and be destroyed by the glory of God’s presence

This will be the end of the world as we know it - God’s interruption of the cycle of sin and suffering

2. What happens when you die - the “first death” which we all must face at the end of our natural lives
A person (soul) is a combination of a physical body (dust of the ground) and the breath of life (spirit)

God breathes into our body the breath of life - We are alive because of God’s moment by moment breath
And we become a living being - or soul - We don’t have a soul - We ARE a soul

No part of a human being is immortal - Only God is immortal
Our “spirit” is simply the breath of life from God - Never a conscious entity outside the body
Our “soul” is what we are when we are alive and breathing - Never a conscious entity outside the body
When we die - we know nothing - our thoughts and plans perish - We don’t praise God - We go into silence
Our hope is not in a natural immortality - But in Jesus who is the resurrection and the life
Jesus is the firstfruits of the resurrection - Promising to raise us again to life at His 2  comingnd

Satan’s original lie - is to claim that when you die you are not dead - But you transition to a higher life form
That at death you become more like God

That lie has been accepted by most people on the planet - including most Christians
That lie distorts our understanding of God, ourselves, sin, salvation, the 2  coming, judgment and hellnd

Leading to monstrous things being said about God and in the name of God

3. The Good News about Hell - Hell fire burns at the end of the age - To cleanse the earth of the residue of sin
It will destroy Satan, sin and all who cling to sin and refuse the salvation offered in Jesus
The wicked will be destroyed - burned up - only ashes left - Not put into a slow-roast for eternity

The fire is really the glory of God - fully let loose onto the human race at the 2  comingnd

Those who trust in Christ will be glorified by that glory - vitalized to live forever
Those who refused to trust in Christ and face that glory on their own - will be vaporized - destroyed

Everyone will experience God’s burning glory - Either to live forever in it - or to be destroyed forever by it
Everyone will get a resurrection - The righteous to life forever - The lost to be condemned to the 2  deathnd

Because there are no “immortal souls” - There does not need to be an unhappy place for eternity
The lost are put out of their misery - not sustained in their misery
Sin is eradicated - not immortalized in quarantine and agony
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Tonight we will study the Millennium - Revelation 20 - Which will put these three pieces together in a real-time scenario
And should help it all to make sense

We will look at the data God gives - And seek to put the details together into a sequence that makes sense

THE MILLENNIUM or 1000 YEARS - Revelation 20 (1188)

A. Context -- Chapter 19 (1187) - Second Coming of Christ portrayed in sign language

Revelation 19:11-16 Now I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse. And He who sat on him was called11

Faithful and True, and in righteousness He judges and makes war. His eyes were like a flame12

of fire, and on His head were many crowns. He £had a name written that no one knew except
Himself. He was clothed with a robe dipped in blood, and His name is called The Word of God. 13

And the armies in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and clean, followed Him on white horses. 14

Now out of His mouth goes a £sharp sword, that with it He should strike the nations. And He15

Himself will rule them with a rod of iron. He Himself treads the winepress of the fierceness and
wrath of Almighty God. And He has on His robe and on His thigh a name written: KING OF16

KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS.

Jesus rides out on a white horse - Armies of heaven follow on horses - This is WAR - Final total war
Jesus is coming to earth to claim His rightful position as King of Kings and Lord of Lords

This fits into the “stone” of Daniel 2 - and the “Son of Man” of Daniel 7

Revelation 19:17-21 Then I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he cried with a loud voice, saying to all the birds17

that fly in the midst of heaven, “Come and gather together for the supper of the great God, that18

you may eat the flesh of kings, the flesh of captains, the flesh of mighty men, the flesh of horses
and of those who sit on them, and the flesh of all people, free and slave, both small and great.” 

And I saw the beast, the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war19

against Him who sat on the horse and against His army. 
Then the beast was captured, and with him the false prophet who worked signs in his presence,20

by which he deceived those who received the mark of the beast and those who worshiped his
image. These two were cast alive into the lake of fire burning with brimstone. 

And the rest were killed with the sword which proceeded from the mouth of Him who sat on the21

horse. And all the birds were filled with their flesh.

The battle is not much of a battle - Just as no amount of human power is any match for Divine power
An angel simply calls in the birds of prey to clean up the mess

All the powers of earth - Beast, false prophet, kings, and their armies - Gather to try to defend their turf
The beast and false prophet are captured - Those systems of evil are cast alive in to the lake of fire
The rest - that’s everyone else - are killed by the sword from Jesus mouth - The birds have a feast

Revelation 12 introduced us to the Dragon - The devil working through various human systems
Revelation 13 will introduce us to two beasts - Which become known as the Beast and the False Prophet

We will not study these two beasts in detail until our next session
But - These are not persons - They are systems of power antagonistic to God and his people

These three  - Dragon - Beast - False Prophet - form an EVIL TRIUMVIRATE - With Satan, the dragon, in the lead
These bands together - with all the powers and people of earth - to defend control of earth

from the invasion of Jesus and His angels at the 2  comingnd

They threaten to annihilate God’s people - And try to keep Jesus from taking over

Two of this triumvirate - Beast and False Prophet - are dispatched into the Lake of Fire during this final battle
They meet their end at the 2  coming of Christ - When He lets out His glory - 1 Thessalonians 2:6-10 (1138)nd

But what happens to the dragon - the devil Himself - when Jesus comes? - That is the subject of Revelation 20

B. Revelation 20:1-3 (1188) - The Scene on Earth - Satan Bound to EARTH for 1000 Years

Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, having the key to the bottomless pit and a great chain1

in his hand. He laid hold of the dragon, that serpent of old, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him2

for a thousand years; and he cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal on him, so3

that he should deceive the nations no more till the thousand years were finished. But after these things
he must be released for a little while.
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� 1. Bottomless pit - See Revelation 9:11 (1180); 11:7 (1181); 17:8 (1186) - Literally: the “abyss” 
Greek word - "abusos"

What is this “bottomless pit”? - Where will the devil be chained up for 1000 years?

� Genesis 1:1-2 (1)  In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form, and void; and1 2

darkness was on the face of the deep.  And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters.

��� Here the “pre-creation” earth is... - WITHOUT FORM - VOID - DARKNESS on the face of the “deep”
� In the LXX (Septuagint Greek Old Testament - translated from the Hebrew around 200 BC)

“deep” = “abusos” - abyss - The earth in its pre-creation chaos is called the “abyss”

� Now turn to Jeremiah 4:23-27 (730)
23 I beheld the earth, and indeed it was without form, and void; and the heavens, they had no light.

I beheld the mountains, and indeed they trembled, and all the hills moved back and forth.24

I beheld, and indeed there was no man, and all the birds of the heavens had fled.25

I beheld, and indeed the fruitful land was a wilderness, and all its cities were broken down26

At the presence of the LORD, by His fierce anger.
For thus says the LORD: “The whole land shall be desolate; yet I will not make a full end.27

Jeremiah sees the earth in a condition he describes it by quoting from Genesis 1:2 - 
Without form - Void - Dark - But this is post-destruction - Not pre-creation

This is the result of the 2  Coming of Christ - Look at the parallelsnd

Mountains and hills quaking:  Every mountain and island moves at the 2  comingnd

There is no man - no one alive:  Wicked slain - Righteous taken to heaven
All the cities broken down:  Total destruction - But ruins can be seen
At the presence of the Lord:  The presence of the Lord has destroyed the earth

Leaving it desolate and empty - Chaotic - Void - Dark

So the “abyss” seems to refer to this world in it’s pre-creation and post-destruction chaos and emptiness
This is how the earth is left by the 2  coming of Christnd

2. Key to the Abyss - Power to control - To lock or unlock - See Revelation 1:18 (1174)
This angel is seen as having the power to put the earth into the “abyss” condition - And lock it there

3. Great chain - He grabs the dragon (the devil and Satan) - Binds him - And confines him to the “abyss”
� This chain must be symbolic - a chain of circumstances - Physical chains cannot bind demons - 

Chains couldn’t even bind a demon possessed man - Mark 5:1-5 (972)

What circumstances serve to bind Satan? - Note the phrase - “that he should deceive the nations no more"

� 1) Satan was sent to this earth when he was cast out of heaven - Revelation 12:7-9 (1182)
He was invited in by Adam and Eve at the tree - He is the one who “deceives the whole earth”

� 2) The righteous were ALL removed at the 2  comingnd

They meet Jesus in the air - And go away with Him - 1 Thessalonians 4:15-17 (1137)
Jesus takes them to the place he has prepared for them - John 14:1-3 (1042)

� 3) The wicked are all dead  - Destroyed by the glory of Jesus’ coming - 2 Thessalonians 1:6-10 (1138)
They are the “rest” who are killed in the battle - Revelation 19:21 (1188)

So - There is no one on earth alive to tempt - No nations to deceive
The earth is completely empty - There is “no man” - Just like Jeremiah saw - Jeremiah 4:23-27 (730)

� 4) After what Satan has done - No other world wants him around - He has nowhere else to go

� 5) God certainly has the power to simply make him stay here

4. Why is Satan bound? - For 1000 years of icy cold darkness?

a. Satan wanted to be God - To take over the universe as God

b. Satan claims, since the fall in Eden, to be prince, god, ruler of this world.
Job 1 (478); Luke 4:5-8 (994); John 12:31 (1008); 14:30; 16:11; 2 Corinthians 4:4 (1113)
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c. Satan claims to offer an improved alternative to God's way of running the universe
This world has been his laboratory - his proving ground - to see how his ideas would turn out in fact

d. Satan exploits God's creation in order to make his thesis appear plausible
He has never created anything - He has only manipulated God’s creation to deceive and destroy

e. Now God removes His creative genius - At the 2  coming Jesus reverts the earth to it’s pre-creation chaosnd

Satan is left with all the raw materials - To try his hand at truly being God - Being a creator
While the universe watches to see if Satan can produce life and light

It took God a week to put this world together - God gives Satan 1000 years to see what he can do

5. Set a Seal - God puts his stamp of authority on this confining of Satan
Like Darius sealed the lions den after Daniel was thrown in - Daniel 6:17 (863)
Like Pilate sealed Jesus’ tomb - To break that seal would require Pilate’s permission - Matthew 27:66 (967)

God broke through both of those seals - Saving Daniel - Raising Jesus 
But no one has the authority to break the seal of God’s authority - This is for real - Unbreakable

6. Released for a little while - Jeremiah 4:27 (730)
This is not the end of Satan - After the 1000 years he will be given a little time of freedom again
God is not quite finished with him yet

C. Revelation 20:4-6 - The Scene In Heaven - Saints Live and Reign in HEAVEN during 1000 years
And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was committed to them. Then I saw the souls of4

those who had been beheaded for their witness to Jesus and for the word of God, who had not worshiped
the beast or his image, and had not received his mark on their foreheads or on their hands. And they lived
and reigned with Christ for a thousand years. But the rest of the dead did not live again until the5

thousand years were finished. This is the first resurrection. Blessed and holy is he who has part in the6

first resurrection. Over such the second death has no power, but they shall be priests of God and of
Christ, and shall reign with Him a thousand years.

1. Thrones and Judgment - This matches Daniel 7:9-10 (864) and Revelation 4:2-5 (1177) - as a judgment scene
The judgment portrayed in Daniel 7 and Revelation 4 is before Jesus comes - before the 1  resurrectionst

This judgment is after the 2  coming - After the 1  resurrection - During the 1000 yearsnd st

2. Judgment was committed to them - Here the redeemed sit in judgment - Including the martyrs slain for their faith
I know of only one Bible verse that speaks of this concept - Of the saints judging

� 1 Corinthians 6:2,3 (1102) Do you not know that the saints will judge the world? And if the world will be judged2

by you, are you unworthy to judge the smallest matters? Do you not know that we shall3

judge angels? How much more, things that pertain to this life? 

 Here Paul says the saints will judge the world - and angels - An interesting concept
It is hard to be absolutely sure what all Paul means in this statement

It is clear that he at least means that if God is going to someday entrust us with heavenly issues
we ought to be able to settle earthly disputes now in the body of Christ

without resorting to the public courts

The only place where saints are judging that could fit Paul’s statement - is this time during the Millennium

During the millennium - Those who lost their lives for Jesus - Who took death, rather than the mark of the beast
Who were judged by sinful men as unworthy of life - Now sit in judgement in heaven

Who and what are they judging?

Some have suggested that they are deciding the fate of the lost - How much punishment they should receive
First of all - The fate of the lost is decided the same way the fate of the saved is decided

It is decided by each individual based on what they do with Jesus
And if someone is eternally lost - What is the value of degrees of punishment?

You put a mad dog out of its misery - You don’t torture it longer based on how many people it bit
If there is no redemption - What is the value of punishment? - Just put evil to sleep - forever

Here is how I look at this judgment - With a bit of sanctified imagination
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When you get to heaven - based on putting your full trust in Jesus - Will you have any unanswered questions?
I know I will - I have all sorts of questions - I don’t always understand how God acts or has acted

Now - I have chosen to trust God based on the evidence I have
I live my life and make my commitments based on what I DO understand - Not on what I don’t!

 But that does not mean I don’t have a number of things I don’t understand - That I want answers for

Say you move into heaven - And you discover Adolf Hitler lives next door -  And Billy Graham is missing
Would you have any questions? - Of course you would - 

You might even wonder if you were in the wrong place
But you check things out - The streets are of gold - The gates are of pearl - This IS heaven

So you ask the first passing angel, “Is it OK to ask questions around here?”
And he says, “NO - Just trust God - He knows what He is doing.”
So you meditate on that for a few billion years - And still you wonder... - How? - Why? - What?

Or suppose you move into your heavenly mansion - And your son or daughter is missing
And the one who led them into sin lives next door - Would you have any questions? - Of course!

The Bible teaches that everything that has happened on this earth is recorded in heaven’s archives
Why? - Is it because God has a poor memory? - Or the angels forget? - I don’t think so

God is solving the sin problem based on evidence - Not force
Evidence that can be seen by His intelligent creatures - And understood

So you ask the first passing angel, “Is it OK to ask questions around here?”
He says, “Yes.  Let’s go to the archives and see what we can learn.”

God is an open book - He opens up the heavenly archives and we look over the data there
And get all our questions answered - Seeing what actually happened - Down to thoughts and motives

These questions are not asked from doubt - But from faith - trust
Now we see in part - Then we will see face to face - Fully - 1 Corinthians 13:12
Now we trust God by faith on good evidence - partial - enough - but not totally complete

Then we will get to fill in the blanks which now we accept by faith
Then we will get full answers that show us that God has handled every case perfectly in the best way

That no one was lost except those who refused to let God save them
That everyone saved chose at some point to put their trust in Jesus

Even if at the very last moment - Like the thief on the cross

Now - there is one aspect of earth’s records that will not be on display - The sins of the saved!!
They have been wiped clean in the blood of the Lamb - Forever gone - forgotten

If I am in heaven and you want to see all the stuff I did wrong in this life - Sorry
The sins of the saved are wiped clean - Gone - Never to be seen again - Nailed to the cross

So if you want to be sure your sins are forever kept secret - You better be there!

So I believe that during the millennium - We will get all our questions answered
We will learn to live with God - Face to face - And settle in for eternity - Secure - Satisfied

Our judging during the millennium will involve judging for ourselves - based on the actual complete data
That God has been absolutely just - fair - in every situation

He saved everyone who would let him - He lost none except those who refused to let Him
Our love for God will be deepened by His full disclosure

3. Souls - "pseuche" = persons - These are resurrected persons - Raised at the 2  coming with all the savednd

They “lived” and reigned for the 1000 years - The blessed and holy raised in the first resurrection
Taken to heaven to the place Jesus has prepared - to always be with the Lord - Unhurt by the 2  deathnd

This ties back into Revelation 6:9-11 - The 5  seal - Something we have not studied in this seminarth

� Revelation 6:9-11 (1178) When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been9

slain for the word of God and for the testimony which they held. And they cried with10

a loud voice, saying, “How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You judge and avenge our
blood on those who dwell on the earth?” Then a white robe was given to each of them;11

and it was said to them that they should rest a little while longer, until both the number
of their fellow servants and their brethren, who would be killed as they were, was
completed.
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This scene is clearly before the 2  coming  - A cry for justice and vindicationnd

And seems to fit into the judgment scene of Daniel 7 and Revelation 4-7
In that judgment - The blood of the martyrs cries out to God for vindication

Just as we would say in an earthly court that the blood of the murdered victim cries out for justice
“We gave our lives for your cause, Lord.  You promised to set things right.  When?  How long?”

They are told to wait a little while longer - until a few more things are finished - Then God will act

This is one of the verses used to defend the idea that the “soul” lives on after death in a bodiless form
Remember - This is a symbolic passage in a symbolic book
I don’t believe it makes sense to build a whole doctrine on a symbolic passage

When that understanding contradicts so many clear passages all through the Bible
Symbolically - The blood of those who sacrificed all for Jesus - cries out for vindication in heaven’s court

Now - in Revelation 20 -  God has acted - Resurrected them - Bound the dragon - All things are reversed
They were judged and executed by the evil side - Now they sit in judgment - Vindicated
Revelation 20 answers forever the call for justice by the blood of the martyrs in Revelation 6

4. Live and reign with Christ for 1000 years - This is the  honeymoon - time at the heavenly resort together
The time when the groom (Christ) and the bride (the church - us) get used to living together

5. The rest of the dead - that would be the lost - since all the saved were raised and translated at the 2  comingnd

Did not live until the 1000 years are finished - Thus the earth is depopulated and empty - And Satan bound
But they will get a resurrection - to condemnation - after the 1000 years are over

6. This is the first resurrection - There are Two Deaths and Two resurrections
The first resurrection is of the saved - at the 2  coming - All those who will live on forevernd

And not be hurt by the 2  death - The Lake of Fire - We looked at this in our last studynd

� John 5:28-29 (1030) Do not marvel at this; for the hour is coming in which all who are in the graves will hear His28

voice and come forth—those who have done good, to the resurrection of life, and those who29

have done evil, to the resurrection of condemnation.

ALL who have died will be raised from the graves - The saved to live forever - The lost to final condemnation

� Let’s put this together with a chart
� Between the fall of Adam and Eve in EDEN and the 2  COMING - ND

All will experience the 1  DEATH - Except Enoch and Elijah - And those alive when Jesus comesST

When people die now - That is the 1  Death - And we bury them - They are asleep in the gravesst

ALL who are in the graves - saved and lost - will be resurrected in either the 1  or 2  resurrectionst nd

� When Jesus returns the 2  time - He will raise the dead in Christnd

This is the 1  RESURRECTIONST

The resurrection OF LIFE - according to John 5:29 (1030)
Of  the “BLESSED AND HOLY” - Revelation 20:6 (1188)
The SAVED - Called out of the graves before the 1000 years

At the 2  coming - John 14:1-3 (1042); Matthew 24:31 (961);nd

1 Corinthians 15:51-54 (1110); Thessalonians 4:14-17 (1137)
Who will LIVE AND REIGN WITH CHRIST for 1000 years
Who will not be hurt by the 2  deathnd

They will rise to live on forever in God’s eternal kingdom

� The REST OF THE DEAD did not live again - 
until the 1000 years were finished

This is the 2  RESURRECTIONnd

The resurrection OF CONDEMNATION - according to John 5:29 (1030)
Of the LOST - They were already dead before the 2  coming - or were slain by the 2  comingnd nd

These are not “blessed and holy”
These did not live again until the 1000 years are over - They are dead in the grave during the 1000 years

They are called out of the graves at the end of the 1000 years
These will be subject to that Great White Throne JUDGMENT - which we will study in a few minutes
These will be hurt by the 2  DEATH - nd

Which is the LAKE OF FIRE - The final end of all evil - and of the devil - and of death itself
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D. Revelation 20:7-10 - Satan is Released - On EARTH after the 1000 years
Now when the thousand years have expired, Satan will be released from his prison and will go out to7 8

deceive the nations which are in the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them together
to battle, whose number is as the sand of the sea. They went up on the breadth of the earth and9

surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city. And fire came down from God out of heaven and
devoured them. The devil, who deceived them, was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone where the10

beast and the false prophet are. And they will be tormented day and night forever and ever.

v.7 Satan released from prison - The “Chain of Circumstances” is reversed by the Second Resurrection - 
All the lost are raised - John 5:28-29 (1042)

2 Thessalonians 2:8 (1138); Jeremiah 25:30-33 (756); 4:23-27 (730)
During the 1000 years he could not deceive the nations - because all the lost were dead

� Now - For a brief period of time - From the 2  resurrection to the 2  deathnd nd

Everyone who has ever lived on planet earth will be alive at the same time
All the unfallen and saved are with God
All the unsaved - are outside with the Devil

And thus Satan is released to deceive again

v.8 Satan immediately goes out to deceive - His character is unchanged - After 1000 years cooling his heels
He is still a deceiver - a destroyer - a danger to the universe

The nations - Greek: ethnos - All the lost are raised - all nationalities - all over the earth 
Gog and Magog - Evil and the mother of evil - See Ezekiel 38,39 (842); Genesis 10:2 (8)

Gather them to battle - Satan started a war in heaven - He has been at war ever since
He brought the war to this world - At the “tree of knowledge of good and evil”
He has caused the people of this world to wage war and kill each other ever since

He waged war against Christ at the cross - and lost
He waged war against the Saints during the middle ages - killed millions - but the church survived
He wages all out war against the “remnant” in the time of the end - We will study that tomorrow night
And now - after 1000 years with no one to incite to war - because all the lost were dead

He immediately picks up where he left off - Gathering the multitudes to battle - To fight to the death
His method is to force his way by whatever violence is needed

v.9 Surround the beloved city - The camp of the saints - We are all living inside that city
Where did this city come from? --

It was not on earth when the 1000 years began - 1 Thessalonians 4:17 (1137); John 14:1-3 (1042)
The city is evidently on earth at end of the 1000 years - Here to be surrounded - v.9
John saw it coming down from heaven - 

Revelation 21:2-3 (1189) Then I, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God,2

prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a loud voice from heaven saying,3

“Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell with them, and they shall be
His people. God Himself will be with them and be their God.

v.23-25 The city had no need of the sun or of the moon to shine in it, for the glory of God23

illuminated it. The Lamb is its light. And the nations of those who are saved shall walk in24

its light, and the kings of the earth bring their glory and honor into it. Its gates shall not be25

shut at all by day (there shall be no night there).

Clearly the New Jerusalem comes down to this earth at some point in time
It seems safe to conclude that it must arrive on earth at or near the end of the 1000 years

It is a city built out of gold and precious stones - Revelation 21:9-21 (1189)
All the wealth and jewels sinners have ever lusted for - They want a piece of it

They lost their stake in it by rejecting Christ - Now they want to take it by force
There seems to be more lost than saved NOW - So they will probably outnumber us THEN

Satan evidently convinces the lost that they can overwhelm and take the Holy City
They surround - and prepare for battle - All the warriors of the ages are set to storm the city
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Is this a fun time for the lost? - No - There will be weeping and gnashing of teeth as they see what they have lost
All their lives they toiled seeking wealth and power - Using violence to achieve it for themselves

Now - there it is - in that beautiful city - right in front of them - Yet they can’t have it
They could have had it - By accepting Jesus - They could have won it by surrender to the gospel

But they refused - Determined to find life on their own - Now they see they have lost everything
But they have to have it - That has been the driving force of their existence - Whatever the cost

So Satan has no trouble convincing them to go to battle - They will either take it or destroy it

Fire came down from God out of heaven and devoured them - Their attack is interrupted - countermanded
We have the assurance that they will not win this battle - The attack will fail because God stops it
The lost are now devoured in the fiery presence of God

v.10 The devil is cast into this lake of fire - He is not exempt

Where the beast and false prophet are
A lake of fire and brimstone burned at 2nd coming - Revelation 19:20 (1188)

The blazing presence of God Himself
That is when the beast and false prophet were thrown in - Never to come out again

The verb “are” has been supplied - It is not in the original
This verse does not say the beast and false prophet are still there

but rather identifies this as the same fire they were thrown into 1000 years earlier

Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed with that same fire and brimstone - Genesis 19:24
Which is called eternal fire - Jude 1:7 (1173)
And turned them forever into ashes - 2 Peter 2:6 (1166)
God's glory is a consuming fire to the wicked - Hebrews 12:29 (1157)

Now Satan is thrown into that fire - Never to come out

Tormented day and night forever and ever - 
This is the toughest passage in the Bible to deal with - in relationship to an eternal burning hell

Last session - We discussed the “Good News about Hell”
That God is going to destroy the lost - Not slow-roast them for eternity
Since there is no “immortal soul” - Then there is nothing that has to go on in agony forever
God will completely restore things to the way they were before sin

There was no burning hell before sin - There will be none after - or it is not a “restoration”
There will be fire - at the “end of the age” - Not burning now

And that fire is God’s eternal glory - Which will burn forever
It will burn the lost up - gone forever
It will fuel the eternal glorious existence of the saved - The righteous will burn forever

So how does this verse fit in - It seems to say that the devil will burn on forever and ever  in torment

� First - We must remember that this is a symbolic passage in a symbolic book
We cannot take one obscure or symbolic passage to overturn all the clear passages we have seen

This passage must somehow fit into the weave of truth we find in the rest of Scripture
I believe that this is simply Revelation’s symbolic way of saying...

The devil will be gone forever - He is never coming back
But let’s look at it more closely

The beast and the false prophet were thrown into “the lake of fire burning with brimstone” before the 1000 years
At the end of Chapter 19 - At the 2  coming of Christ - The revelation of the Glory of Godnd

As we will see - they are not actual people - But systems of evil - Destroyed by God’s burning glory

� But even if this is literal - Who is in this fire? - Only the Dragon, the beast and the false prophet
In the previous verse - Fire devoured the wicked
So the one thing this verse does not support - is that all the lost are burning in torment forever and ever

At best - only the Devil and his two cohorts - the beast and false prophet - are tormented forever

Yet Ezekiel - Tells us the devil will be turned into ashes
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� Ezekiel 28:18-19 (831) “You defiled your sanctuaries by the multitude of your iniquities, by the iniquity of your18

trading; therefore I brought fire from your midst; it devoured you,
And I turned you to ashes upon the earth in the sight of all who saw you.

All who knew you among the peoples are astonished at you;19

You have become a horror, and shall be no more forever.”’”

And if even these three burn forever - How does that agree with the previous texts we have looked at?
Are we going to take this one verse and build a whole scenario contrary to the rest of Scripture?

I am not comfortable doing that on this or any other Bible subject

Again - I believe this is a symbolic passage
We need to study God’s word to learn the meaning of the symbols

And I discovered some interesting stuff when I studied the word “torment”

� TORMENT - How is that word used in Scripture - The Greek word is: basanizo

� Matthew 8:5-6 (941) Now when Jesus had entered Capernaum, a centurion came to Him, pleading with Him, saying,5 6

“Lord, my servant is lying at home paralyzed, dreadfully tormented.”

� I think it’s fair to conclude that torment can mean PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT

� 2 Peter 2:8 (1166) ...for that righteous man, dwelling among them, tormented his righteous soul from day to day by
seeing and hearing their lawless deeds

Lot - living in Sodom - was tormented in his heart every day with the wickedness he saw around him
� Not physical torment - but MENTAL ANGUISH - So “torment” can refer to physical or emotional pain

Yet this verse is more explicit - It says they will be tormented day and night “to the forevers of the forevers”

� Matthew 14:24 (949)  But the boat was now in the middle of the sea, tossed by the waves, for the wind was contrary.

Where is “torment” in this verse? - 
The word “tossed” comes from the same word translated “torment” in Revelation
The boat is being tormented by the waves - What does that mean?  - Is there any discomfort to the boat?
What are boats made to do? - Float and move across the water
So what does tormenting a boat mean? - Anything that prevents it from doing what it is supposed to do

� Water in the boat is torment - It inhibits its ability to float - An INHIBITING FORCE

Here - Torment simply means that the waves were preventing the boat from doing its thing - Floating
The waves were about to sink the ship

� Mark 6:47-48 (975) Now when evening came, the boat was in the middle of the sea; and He was alone on the land.47

Then He saw them straining at rowing, for the wind was against them. Now about the fourth48

watch of the night He came to them, walking on the sea,

Where is “torment” in this verse? - They were “straining” at rowing
Does this mean they were being tortured? - Their arms were probably aching - Working hard

But the torment here is not in the infliction of physical pain
The torment is - They are pushing hard one way - And the wind is pushing them the other

Being tormented at rowing is trying to row one way and having the wind take you the other
They were inhibited from accomplishing their goal - By a power stronger than they were - The wind

And there was nothing you can do about it

So how does this apply to Revelation 20:10?
Well - We could conclude that God is going to put the devil, beast and false prophet into physical discomfort

or mental anguish - Day and night forever and ever

But that contradicts the concept of a restoration of all things - With a corner of the universe in flames
It also contradicts the verses about burning them up - including the devil
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And - what does it say about God?  Is God into torture - forever?  Would LOVE do that?
Would a loving God deliberately keep someone alive just to torture them?
Remember - No one has life in themselves except God

Everyone - even the lost - are kept alive by the active moment-by-moment power of God
So if anyone is being tormented forever, it is because God is actively keeping them alive at that time

Is any amount of finite evil worthy of eternal-infinite torture?
If a human being did that - We would call them a fiend - Not a friend - or a loving God

OR - We could conclude that this means that the burning fiery glory of God will be present in the universe
Unveiled - forever and ever - And totally annihilating to all darkness

And these three entities - The dragon, beast and false prophet - who are the icons of evil in the universe
� GOD’S EVER PRESENT, ETERNAL GLORY - will not only destroy them

But eternally inhibit anything like them from ever returning to bother God or His people again
We are secure - God’s glory will see to that - SIN WILL NEVER BOTHER THE UNIVERSE AGAIN

The devil’s termination will last as long as our eternal life - which never ends

Nothing will be a greater torment to the devil than his being forever prevented from having his way
Having his alternate plans for running the universe inhibited - tormented - forever and ever

And God will accomplish that in two ways - By destroying him - And by just being God - forever
Sin will never rise a 2  time - Forever and ever - No more dragons, beasts or false prophetsnd

Such concepts will be tormented - inhibited - prevented forever - By God’s ever-present glory
God’s eternal glory will guarantee that Satan’s destructive ideas will never again trouble the universe

E. Revelation 20:11-15 - Great White Throne Judgment - 
Then I saw a great white throne and Him who sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled11

away. And there was found no place for them. And I saw the dead, small and great, standing before12

God, and books were opened. And another book was opened, which is the Book of Life. And the dead were
judged according to their works, by the things which were written in the books. The sea gave up the13

dead who were in it, and Death and Hades delivered up the dead who were in them. And they were
judged, each one according to his works. Then Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is14

the second death. And anyone not found written in the Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire.15

1. The focus seems to shift back to before the Lake of Fire - vs.14,15
This section seems to explain WHY God raises the lost in the 2  resurrection - There has to be a reasonnd

 Because we know that God takes no pleasure in the death of the wicked 

� Ezekiel 33:11 (837) Say to them, “As I live,” says the Lord God, “I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but
that the wicked turn from his way and live.  Turn, turn from your evil ways! For why should you
die, O house of Israel?”

God does not raise them up for the fun of killing them again - So what is the reason the wicked are raised?
Why would God put Himself through the pain of raising the lost and having to destroy them again?

2. Why are the wicked raised? - Look at this prophecy in Isaiah

�  Isaiah 45:22-25 (702) (NIV) Turn to Me and be saved, all you ends of the earth: for I am God, and there is no other.22

By Myself I have sworn, 23

My mouth has uttered in all integrity a word that will not be revoked:
Before Me every knee will bow; by Me every tongue will swear.

They will say of Me, “In the Lord alone are righteousness and strength.”24

All who have raged against Him will come to Him and be put to shame.

When we all get to heaven - and we see God face to face - and the beautiful city - and experience the joy
Somebody is sure to ask - “Lord, if my loved one who is not here could only see this... in its glorious reality...

Don’t you think they would change their mind and choose salvation?”
And it is as if God says - “OK - We’ll do exactly that.

I will give them a chance to see... And we will see how they respond”
So God raises all the lost - And when they see God high and lifted up - On the Great White Throne...

They are constrained by the overwhelming reality - to bow the knee - Fulfilling this prophecy...
Paul repeats this in Romans 14:11 (1067)
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God must win the Great Controversy by unanimous vote - in order to ensure sin will never return
While leaving the creatures of the universe free - as they were before sin came in

3. Here we have another judgment - The third and final phase of the Judgment - the White Throne judgment
To understand this third phase - It is helpful to look at all three phases of judgment together

In context with each other

� THREE PHASES of JUDGMENT

� a. Phase 1:  Before Jesus Comes - The UNFALLEN BEINGS review the evidence of the ages - and vote
Fully vindicating God of all charges made against Him.

The SAVED and LOST on earth cast their votes by faith, for or against God, here on earth
by their choice concerning Jesus Christ and salvation.  

 based on the partial but adequate evidence we have here and now
See Daniel 7,8 (864); Revelation 4-8:1 (1177); 14:6-7 (1183)

Then Jesus comes - Raises and translates the saved - for the heavenly honeymoon
And puts all the lost in their graves - Binding Satan to this empty earth for the 1000 years

� b. Phase 2:  During 1000 Years - The SAVED have the opportunity to review the evidence first hand,
With full access to the books of heaven - They see the records of how God has dealt with each person

As did the unfallen beings during Phase 1 - The pre-advent phase of the judgment
They CONFIRM on full evidence the vote they cast FOR GOD by faith while on earth

Getting all their questions answered in the light of God’s full disclosure

� c. Phase 3:  After 1000 Years - The LOST of all the ages - are raised - and stand before God in judgment.
They are already lost - They died voting against God through their lives and choices.
Now they see the reality of the things they denied - God on his throne - The city - The saved

They are constrained by the weight of evidence they see to switch their vote to favor God.  
God tried everything He could to save they - They refused His offer of salvation

Now - Overwhelmed by the incredible presence of God - they bow the knee
They admit that God is just and fair not only in saving whom He has saved

But also in destroying whom He will destroy - They agree with their own destruction.
And they go to their knees - Every knee will bow

But it appears their hearts remain unchanged - for the next thing we see - Back in v.9...
They regroup to try to destroy the city and the God they just acknowledge as JUST and FAIR 

So - Fire comes down from God and destroys them - God puts them out of their misery.

4. Purpose of this White Throne Judgment - 
� GOD MUST WIN BY UNANIMOUS VOTE in order to ensure that sin will never again arise

in a universe that will remain FREE - True FREEDOM and CHOICE.

There can be no unanswered questions.
It must be on record for eternity that everyone alive during the time of sin eventually cast their vote for God

That God was the winner - Not  because God forced their vote - But the evidence elicited their vote
That God is the one who has been affirmed to rule the universe forever

Even Satan must come to this point - EVERY knee will bow - Even Satan’s

But being forced by overwhelming evidence does not change the heart.  The lost prove they are beyond salvation
Their attempt to take the city proves they are beyond repentance - or change
Now - The most merciful thing God can do is to put them out of their misery - So God destroys them - forever

I believe this will be a sad day - the last sad day in the history of the universe
This will be the day God will have to wipe away our tears - even His own - 

As millions of the creatures He loves and gave His life for have to be “put down”
because they would not let God save them - because they chose death over life

Their salvation was fully purchased - their sins all paid for at the cross - 
but they refused to accept the gift freely given
choosing rather to remain independent of God and try to live on their own

They are not self-existent, so God has to let them go according to their own choice
The fire simply accelerates their demise and cleanses the debris of sin from the earth
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5. This is the Lake of Fire - This is the Second Death - See 21:8 (1189)
a. Wicked are cast in - devoured (v.9,15) - Destroyed - Annihilated
b. Death and the grave are cast in (v.14) - NO more death or dying in the universe from that day forward
c. Satan is cast in (v.10) - He catches hell - Destroyed - Gone forever - No more to torment the universe

F. New Earth - Revelation 21:1-5 (1189) - All traces of sin removed

Now I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away. Also1

there was no more sea. Then I, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from2

God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a loud voice from heaven saying,3

“Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people.
God Himself will be with them and be their God. And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes;4

there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying. There shall be no more pain, for the former things
have passed away.”

Then He who sat on the throne said, “Behold, I make all things new.” And He said to me, “Write, for5

these words are true and faithful.”

1. Earth is cleansed by fire - melted down to its base elements - Every vestige of sin smelted out
God then recreates the earth - restores it to its original beauty - 2 Peter 3:10-13 (1167)

I imagine we will get to watch this re-creation - We will be there in the city with God
Then God will open up the gates of the city and invite us to go out - and live 

Live like He originally made us to live
Life forever - That is worth living forever - In a place worth living in forever

2. God and New Jerusalem remain here on earth - vs.2,3 - God will dwell with us here
A special eternal bond will exist between God and the redeemed

3. No more tears - death - sorrow - crying - pain - v.4 - Absolutely nothing to even be sad about
I believe this will be fulfilled after the Lake of Fire - After the lost are finally destroyed

There will be people outside the city who we love - but who rejected God’s salvation
We will not be excited about their destruction - But we will know that it is for the best

To keep them alive in sin would be eternal torment for them
We will understand - But we will be sad

Then Jesus will move us forward into eternity - And wipe out all pain from that day forward

4. Finally - the “meek” will inherit the earth - Psalm 37:9-11,28,29 (534); Matthew 5:5 (938)
No more tyrants - bullies - inequality - No more big shots making life miserable for the little people
There will be a place for everyone - and everyone will have a place

� SUMMARY - Chart of 1000 Years -- Summary of events before, during, and after.

Beginning During Ending

<------------------------------------------------ 1000 Years ------------------------------------------------>

2nd Coming FOR the Saints
1st Resurrection - of Saints
Saints Changed & Translated
Wicked are Destroyed
Satan is Bound
Earth made Desolate
Ends Phase 1 of Judgment

Righteous in Heaven = Honeymoon
Saints are Judging

Wicked remain Dead
Satan remains Bound

Earth remains Desolate
No one alive on Earth
Phase 2 of Judgment

City descends WITH Saints
2nd Resurrection - of Wicked

Satan released and deceives
Wicked surround the city
White Throne Judgment

Every knee bows
Phase 3 of Judgment

Fire destroys and purifies
Earth recreated as in Eden

Saints Inherit the Earth
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A. The study of the Millennium provides
1. A chronological perspective of events which follow Christ's second coming
2. An understanding of the purposes of God in His final dealings with sin and sinners

B. During the Millennium the redeemed are on their "honeymoon" with the bridegroom.  It is a time for getting
acquainted on a level of intimacy not available prior to the "marriage."  This includes a judgment where the
redeemed have the same access to the archives of heaven as did the unfallen beings during their judgment
opportunity prior to the Second Coming.  Their loyalty is secured for eternity as they intelligently see that
God has treated every case with justice and fairness.  God saved everyone who would let him.  In His zeal to
bring an end to sin, not one person was overlooked or left without more than ample opportunity to be saved.

C. After the Millennium, everyone who ever lived on earth is alive at the same time.  The redeemed are inside
the city, now descended to earth.  The lost, raised in the second resurrection, are massed outside the city. 
They, too, get the opportunity to judge and vote on the justice of God.  Even though they do not want God to
win, the evidence constrains them to acknowledge His fairness, even in condemning and destroying them.  But
they still cannot be saved because their hearts are unchanged.  They seek to attack and destroy God and His
beautiful city, but instead fire from God destroys them.

D. Only when God has been vindicated by the vote of every being in the universe - unfallen, redeemed, and lost -
will He bring final destruction to sin and sinners.  This is a strange act for a loving, caring God.  But when the
misery of sin is beyond any further solution, God will bring it to a quick, appropriate, and merciful end.  Sin
must be destroyed in order for the earth and universe to be fully restored.  Then God will create that new
heaven and earth - and invite the redeemed to enjoy life forever as it was intended to be before Sin invaded
and messed things up.

TRULY, GOD IS WORTHY OF OUR LOVE, LOYALTY, HONOR AND PRAISE!


